NOTICE FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE
Non-Resident Adjuster Licensing
And
Continuing Education Requirements

Non-residents with a license in their resident state are to apply online at www.nipr.com

Effective April 23, 2010, we have made an electronic option available for Non-resident adjusters who do not have adjuster licenses in their home (domicile) state. This option has been made available by our business partner, State Based Systems (SBS) and is a supplement to the currently operational NIPR system which is used by all residents and non-residents who hold licenses in their resident state. The NH requirements for Non-Residents without home state licenses are that an applicant must take the NH Adjuster Exam, have six months experience as an adjuster, or designate a home state in which they are licensed.

The link to SBS External Licensing system is on our website under Non-Resident Initial Adjuster Licensing, and is provided here:

https://sbs-nh.naic.org/Lion-Web/jsp/ext/login/UserVerification.jsp

Continuing Education: Effective 1/1/2011, Per RSA 402B:5-A
If a nonresident licensee has complied with the continuing education requirements of his or her state of residence or designated home state, he or she will not be required to comply with the requirements of this state.

Please direct any questions to: ProducerQuestions@ins.nh.gov, or (603) 271-0203